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content, solve ads and improve user experience. Using our website, you agree to our collection of information by using the chases. To learn more, see our privacy policy. × Los Angeles-Gabriel Fernandez was just 8 years old when he was tortured and was finally killed in the hands of his own mother and his lover in 2013. Case--- And for its cover of
communities around it, now being detailed in the Fox News series interacted with executive producer Brian Kappanbanger, and producer Greatree Tiheroff, who also broke gabriel's death story while working as a reporter with the Los Angeles Times. Together, the duo focus on Gabriel's death, Fernandez's mother Pearl Fernandez and her lover Isagwarri, as
well as the government system that failed to protect Gabriel. No one heard Gabriel when he was alive, Kappanbarger said of the heartbreaking case. You know, it was a 7-year-old boy when he experienced a lot of abuse, at the age of 8 when he died in the middle of the Intellaopi Valley north of Los Angeles. And someheard him . No one heard his voice .
Mother Wilson says tortured California boy guilty in death of wild; Expecting that this trial to get life in prison was very intense and very emotional and still completely blown into mind and people see and bear witness to that, that we wanted to cover it up, the award-winning director forced that he had not allegedly cleaned up after their pets. Exposed test, We
wanted to understand how it happened but went far beyond that, they continued. I mean, it really did. It seemed that everyone had been witness, he gave a little piece of the story. But the answers and questions just kept getting deeper and deeper and deeper. And of course, we go to trial against social workers or social workers in this case as well, in that
case and see the whole row of other institutions and institutions that play a role in it or can save Gabriel. He has defeated the Los Angeles County government, including many local institutions such as child protection services, public hospitals as well as beaches, ports and parks, Tiheroff told Fox News. I was covering the supervisor's keyboard and all the
agencies that he had supervised at that time. The eight-year-old sentenced to death, Punch Rolisthi's former Times Reporter, explained a new law that went into effect in California that accessed a set of information about every child in the country who died of abuse. Tiherof immediately took advantage of the law that not only pulled back the death toll but also
the signatures around the incident. Pearl Fernandez was sentenced to life in prison without a chance on her own for the 2013 death of Gabriel Fernandez, her 8-year-old son, who was routinely beat up, hungry and tortured by his lover until he died in California. For those who are able to watch the series, you will see that his siblings were not targeted the
same way. He was suppyguated to the frustrations and frustrations of all the family, Tiheroff explained, that it is common for young children to become abuse disabuse. He fit the profile, in a sense, he was removed from the parents for the longest period of time and when he was reunited with his mother, he was the first to show a desire to return, Tiherolf
continued. And so, when you see this long separation and feel rejected by the parents, it can never put a target on a child's back. Social workers knew about the suicide note abuse the boy was forced to write, the family Sisanfortonatel, for Gabriel, was the target at large. In addition to being called gay by her mother's lover, Awarri had a belief in her mind
because, the young boy was gay and even Gabriel Was Made Of Don Women's Clothes. Gabriel never had any chance of coming out of the occasion because he had taken himly to his mother, Perl, the child's protective services after Gabriel stayed with his uncle and his partner and then was cited with his grandfathers. I think from most accounts, Gabriel
was placed with his mother before Gabriel said the life of Tiherof. He said that some of them were there, he said he had retaken the welfare wealth and called the police to the grandfathers. We don't think we have to do it, he said. But there was no formal custody agreement and they went back to their mother and were spoiled very quickly by these things .
When the first of the answerers found Gabriel's body, he had a bulletine with a soft gun from the air, as well as a cracked skull. Gabriel's torment was pepper-spared and made to sleep and sleep inside the narrow closet. Eight-year-old Buenumerous parties have been sentenced to death in the massacre, which is trying to highlight that However, the desire
from his teachers and security guards fell on the deaf ear. Talking about The Jarel working with four social workers, none of them would take it out and visit the doctor, Said Tiheroff. In 2016, he was killed with charges for child abuse and structure of records. Perl Santhaha Fernandez, 29, made an appearance at the Lancaster Superior Court, where her
teacher was postponed. Tuesday, May 28, 2013. Fernandez, along with her lover, was charged today with the capital murder in the beating of Isawarri, the 8-year-old son of Fernandez, who died last week. The murder charge includes the special circumstances of murder during the commission of violence. The district attorney's office will be decided after
whether to get the death penalty against the couple. (Photo by Irfan Khan/Los Angeles Times Getty Images) These four people also had very different roles between them. For one, you had Pat [Petercia], who was in the agency for years-was burned by many accounts and was trying to plot her escape by various businesses that she was taking place. And
when you look at his notes—I mean, they're unbelievably thin. And for some of the distances, you don't see anything at all. On the other hand, you also have Kevin Bom, who was one of the supervisors on the case. He was a rising star within the department. He had just graduated from the USC School of Social Work, which is one of the country's most
mismanagement programs for the field. Everyone in the office can be seen as someone who can probably lead the agency even a day. Still, when you see it on his file, they are injured but at any time they need Gabriel to see a doctor. And each of them, I think, has the ability to clip on different levels. California father charged with murder, violence of missing
son, 8 in January, Four years after social workers were charged by the Law County Prosecutor, the 2nd District Court of Justice threw out criminal charges filed against gregory marat's former county department in 2016 and family services employee Kevin Bom, Although social workers may have consequences against Dea, Stephanie Peterkia and 2-1 who
fail to fulfill their duties, the court read the opinion, the results do not include criminal liability for child abuse. Isagwarri O was sentenced to death for killing, hunger, torture and ultimately killing his girlfriend's 8-year-old son, Gabriel Fernandez. (Photo by Irfan Khan/Los Angeles Times Getty Images) Despite this order, both Tiherof and Kappanbarger believe
that gabriel's case and trial are not only done as privacy within government agencies, but also the number of children who are thrown away with supervision. We There is a lot of incredible talk on this agency, Said Tiherof. When a family is falling apart, how is the government put back together? The number that this agency is dealing with is just extraordinary.
Here in Los Angeles County and across the country too, you'll find that one in seven children are reported for child use hotline by the time they are five years old. For black children, it's one of three. The volume that is debated and debated in this agency will almost overcome anyone. The parents of California 'The Son of The Son' sentenced to life in prison
and I think that's sure about it, drive through the heart of this series, Kappanburger added. Because when you see what happened about you want answers Gabriel Fernandez – everyone does. And every time you're in trial and come to court and someone else and you hear their piece of story, you think you're getting a little piece of the puzzle. The
production couple said they had been extremely difficult in getting government responses while working in the tandem on the project, which helped them turn wonders. Gabriel Fernandez' key art trial. (Netfix) Stories in the child welfare area really come out of a perspective because it has a lot of privacy laws that exist with the best intentions, Tiheroff
explained. Children have the right to privacy, but when a child dies, many of their laws are often uninstalled to government workers who can reduce the child in some way. So I think there's really little in what's in this particular documentary, what's happened in this child's life, look rendy and were wrong. California 'The Vulnerabilities' parents face life in prison;
911 calls from daughter continue: Sometimes we live in shit These different turns every time you learn something, every time you have done a new interview, you find something new–it was amazing- Kappanberg said. One of the things that surpriseme me and probably don't surprise The Greaty is because he's been on the beat in Los Angeles County—i've
been defeated so far, the direct privacy of DFFS and the Board of Supervisor. He continued: These agencies are very difficult to get answers about these events. And this privacy, I think, the people should know what is going on here. It is a huge agency that oversees a large budget. And there really should be more transparency here. I was surprised that we
didn't get it[] I expect a little bit, but I was surprised that we didn't cooperate more than them. What's popular on NETFIX: A look at the new top 10 feature of the streaming service so it was a big responsibility and stability for us to tell this story. And I think his story, though it's a A boy's story, really represented some big problems in Los Angeles County. And in
some ways, Los Angeles County is a case study for everywhere, too. In a statement about Fox News on Tuesday, La County DFFS said what had happened to Gabriel was horrible and inhuman. A child ever suffers such abuse and negligence in the hands of the caretaker, and he added that he has undertook several reforms. Click here for the Fox News
application To make investments in improving the safety of children and it should never take the death of a child to solve vulnerabilities; It is in their memory and in achieving the safety of 2,000,000 los angeles county children that we have corrected how child protection is done, the statement continues. He said that this new era of reforms immediately started
the death of Jabreel and continued with today's director Babi d Kagali who joined the department in December 2018. DFFS, and for continued, many reforms apply to increase child safety and increase our work with risk families and their support in crisis, the note maintained. We were in touch with the producers and director of the documentary about
Gabriel's death in 2018 and through 2019, he said. At that time, we had several phone conversations where we answered questions. Providing e-mail exchange information; a social worker in Palmdale provided access to ride film as well. An emergency response command post has provided access to the ride with the social workman to film; save an
interview with division chief Edi, and a tour of the child safety hotline that was filmed. It is important for the public to understand not only the situation caused by Gabriel's death, as shown in the description of the heartbreaking in the Netfix documentary series, but also the reforms that have been implemented after that. The agency has provided Fox News
with several built points, including 3,573 reforms, including one in the expansion to help new social workers get services since 2013, which allow many Of the Kaselades for supervisor workers to reduce and social workers a 5:1 ratio between various reforms. A letter to the producer told Fox News that DFFS rejected an interview or to answer questions about
Gabriel's case on camera. Gabriel Fernandez's trial is currently streaming on Netflick. Netflix.
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